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THERE ARE NO MAGNETICALLY CHARGED
PARTICLE-LIKE SOLUTIONS OF THE EINSTEIN
YANG-MILLS EQUATIONS FOR ABELIAN MODELS
MARK FISHER AND TODD A. OLIYNYK
Abstract. We prove that there are no magnetically charged particle-like so-
lutions for Abelian models in Einstein Yang-Mills, but for non-Abelian models
the possibility remains open. An analysis of the Lie algebraic structure of the
Yang-Mills fields is essential to our results. In one key step of our analysis we
use invariant polynomials to determine which orbits of the gauge group con-
tain the possible asymptotic Yang-Mills field configurations. Together with
a new horizontal/vertical space decomposition of the Yang-Mills fields this
enables us to overcome some obstacles and complete a dynamical system ex-
istence theorem for asymptotic solutions with nonzero total magnetic charge.
We then prove that these solutions cannot be extended globally for Abelian
models and begin an investigation of the details for non-Abelian models.
1. Introduction
Many celebrated results in relativity are proved without having to be too spe-
cific about the particular form of the matter content. For example, the pos-
itive energy theorem applies for any matter satisfying the dominant energy
condition, and global existence for Yang-Mills Higgs is proved for an arbitrary
(compact, etc) Yang-Mills gauge group and any arbitrary quartic Higgs poten-
tial [12, 13]. In contrast to such elegant and powerful results, we will see here
that settling the question of whether magnetically charged Einstein Yang-Mills
particle-like solutions exist requires us to consider a number of possibilities for
the Yang-Mills fields as separate cases.
In particular, for spherically symmetric Einstein Yang-Mills, there are various
choices of the Yang-Mills gauge group, G, and then different possible spherically
symmetric models for the Yang-Mills field. As we will see throughout this
article, establishing the existence results requires a detailed description of the
Lie-algebraic structure of these fields.
According to long-standing conjecture, globally regular spherically symmetric
(particle-like) solutions with nonzero total magnetic charge are not expected
to exist in Einstein Yang-Mills theory [19, 10]. The previous evidence for this
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was based on the observation that in some individual cases the asymptotic be-
haviour of the proposed solutions ultimately extends to conditions at the origin
that are incompatible with the necessary regularity there. We will establish the
extent to which this reasoning is valid and in doing so we prove the following:
Theorem 1.1. For any spherically symmetric Einstein Yang-Mills equa-
tions for i) Abelian models, or ii) non-Abelian models arising from a clas-
sical Yang-Mills gauge group, asymptotic solutions with non-zero mag-
netic charge exist for all possible solutions of the non-zero magnetic charge
boundary condition. Up to gauge equivalence these solutions are uniquely
determined by a finite number of parameters. We also establish the as-
ymptotic fall-off and show that the limit of these solutions is always well-
defined.
To address the conjecture that these solutions cannot be global, we then prove
the following:
Theorem 1.2. There are no globally regular particle-like solutions with
nonzero total magnetic charge for the Einstein Yang-Mills equations in
the case of Abelian models.
We do not currently see a natural way to generalise this theorem to also include
all non-Abelian models, though Theorem 1.2 does generalise to the following
cases:
Theorem 1.3. There are no globally regular particle-like solutions with
nonzero total magnetic charge for the Einstein Yang-Mills equations in
the case of a non-Abelian model arising from a classical gauge group if
proposition 18.1 is true (for the non-Abelian model).
For the remaining non-Abelian models which do not satisfy this condition, we
expect that the details of the asymptotic local existence theorem will serve as
a foundation for further investigation of the possibility of magnetically charged
particle-like solutions.
2. Einstein Yang-Mills
The Einstein Yang-Mills equations are obtained by minimizing the action
Z
(R  jF j
2
)
p
gd
4
x(1)
over all Lorentzian metrics g and Yang-Mills fields A, where R is the scalar
curvature associated to the metric and F is the Yang-Mills curvature. The
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resulting equations are
R

 
1
2
Rg

= hhF

jF


ii  
1
4
hhF

jF

iig

;(2)
dF+A ^ F   F ^ A = 0;(3)
where R

are components of the Ricci tensor, and  denotes the Hodge dual
associated to the metric g. The inner product is positive definite on the Lie
algebra and will be defined in a subsequent section.
The problem of finding particle-like solutions of the Einstein Yang-Mills equa-
tions requires that we consider static, spherically symmetric solutions that
contain a finite, localised amount of energy and are globally regular and asymp-
totically flat. In this case the above partial differential equations simplify to a
system of ordinary differential equations.
3. Magnetic Charge
To define the total (Yang-Mills) magnetic charge, consider , a spacelike hy-
persurface of M , orthogonal to the time-like Killing vector.  can be foliated
by a family of two spheres, S2
r
, where r is the asymptotic radial coordinate.
The total Yang-Mills magnetic charge on  is then the asymptotic limit of
the gauge-invariant flux through the two spheres [1, 20], which is given by the
formula
Q
M
= lim
r!1
1
4
Z
S
2
r


F
ab

ab
r


 
r
;(4)
where 
r
=
1
2

ab
dx
a
^dx
b is the area two form on S2
r
and F
ab
are the components
of the Yang-Mills curvature two-form, F = 1
2
F
ab
dx
a
^ dx
b.
4. Spherical Symmetry
It is well known how to describe the class of spherically symmetric metrics on
a spacetime M . We can introduce coordinates (t; r; ; ) and write the metric
as
ds
2
=  N(t; r)S(t; r)
2
dt
2
+ (N(t; r))
 1
dr
2
+ r
2
d

2
;(5)
where d
2 = d2 + sin2 d2 is the metric on the round two-sphere S2, and
we define a (quasi-local) mass function, m(t; r), by N = 1   2m
r
. The metric
functions m and S are well suited to describing asymptotically flat spacetimes
which are regular across r = 0 and hence also simplify the Einstein equations.
Spherical symmetry for the Yang-Mills fields is more complicated to define
because there are many ways to lift an isometry on spacetime to an action
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on the space of Yang-Mills connections. For real, compact, semisimple gauge
groups G, it was shown in [4, 9] that equivalent spherically symmetric Yang-
Mills connections correspond to conjugacy classes of homomorphisms of the
isotropy subgroup, U(1), into G. The procedure for choosing a spherically
symmetric connection is as follows:
Let g be the complexification of g
0
, the Lie algebra of G. Fix a Cartan subal-
gebra, h, and obtain the root space decomposition,
g = h
M
2R
+
g


M
2R
+
g
 
;(6)
with root spaces g

for R a root system in h, R+ the subset of positive roots,
and  the base of simple roots. The compact real form g
0
can be recovered
from this decomposiiton as
g
0
=
M
2
iRh


M
2R
+
R (g

  g
 
)
M
2R
+
Ri (g

+ g
 
) ;(7)
Define the real fundamental Weyl chamber, W
R
, as
W
R
:= fH 2 h
0
j   i(H) > 0 8 2 g
and denote the closure of W
R
in h
0
by W
R
. Define the integral lattice, I by
I = fX 2 h
0
jAd
expX
jg = Igg:
Choose 
0
such that 2i
0
2 I \ W
R
. Define the following subspaces of g,
which are eigenspaces of ad

0
,
V
2
:= fx 2 g j [
0
; x℄ = 2xg;(8)
V
 2
:= fx 2 g j [
0
; x℄ =  2xg;(9)
V
0
:= fx 2 g j [
0
; x℄ = 0g:(10)
Equivalently, V
2
is equal to
L
2S
2
g

, where S
n
:= f 2 Rj(
0
) = ng. Define
a function 
+
: R ! V
2
and then define 
 
(r) :=  (
+
(r)), where  is
the involutive automorphism that defines the compact real form of g (e.g.
(x) =  x
y for g = su(n; C )). 
+
can be expanded over the root vectors in V
2
as

+
=
M
2S
2
w

e

;(11)
and then 
 
is similarly expanded over the negative root vectors in V
 2
as
w

e
 
. There is then a natural vector space isomorphism between V
2
and C n
(or R2n), (here n is the dimension of V
2
).
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With a choice of 
0
fixed the spherically symmetric Yang-Mills connection in
the spacetime coordinates above is [4, 9]
A =
~
A+
^
A
= a(t; r)dt+ b(t; r)dr+
1
2
(
 
  
+
) d +
 
i
2
(
 
+ 
+
) sin  +
1
2i

0
os 
!
d;
(12)
where a; b; the components of ~A, are valued in g0
0
:= fX 2 g
0
j [
0
; X℄ = 0 g.
The ~A part of A is called the Yang-Mills electric part of A, by analogy with
the terms in the electromagnetic four-potential. The term ^A is then the Yang-
Mills magnetic term. Note that while the individual functions 
+
;
 
are
g-valued, A is valued in g
0
overall, as in the decomposition (7).
The remaining gauge freedom after spherical symmetry has been imposed is
given by the residual (gauge) group, G0
0
, defined as the connected Lie group
with Lie algebra
g0
0
:= fX 2 g
0
j [
0
; X℄ = 0 g; :
Specifically, we are free to choose a function g : (t; r) ! G0
0
and replace A
with Ad
g
 1
A+ g
 1
dg. The resulting transformations for a; b;
+
are then
a 7! Ad
g
 1
a+ g
 1
g
t
;(13)
b 7! Ad
g
 1
b+ g
 1
g
r
;(14)

+
7! Ad
g
 1

+
:(15)
It is possible to choose g so that the polar gauge b(t; r) = 0 is imposed. The ad-
ditional assumptions that the solutions are static and globally regular leads to
the conclusion a(r) = 0. This was shown by Bizoń and Popp for the spherically
symmetric SU(2) equations and the proof generalises for a spherically symmet-
ric model arising from an arbitrary gauge group [6]. Specifically, supposing
a(r) 6= 0 implies that the solutions can only be black holes.
5. Abelian and non-Abelian models
There is an important distinction to be made between two subsets of choices for

0
. When 2i
0
is chosen from the interior of the fundamental Weyl chamber,
we have
g0
0
= h
0
and the residual gauge group will be completely Abelian and we call such
models Abelian models.
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However, for choices of 2i
0
which lie on the wall of the Weyl chamber there
will be a set of roots  such that [
0
; e

℄ = 0 and then the residual group
will be non-Abelian1. To illustrate the distinction between the two kinds of
spherically symmetric models, consider the following two possible spherically
symmetric models in SU(4):

0
=
2
6
6
6
6
4
3 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0  1 0
0 0 0  3
3
7
7
7
7
5
; 
+
=
2
6
6
6
6
4
0 w
1
0 0
0 0 w
2
0
0 0 0 w
3
0 0 0 0
3
7
7
7
7
5
; 
 
=
2
6
6
6
6
4
0 0 0 0
w
1
0 0 0
0 w
2
0 0
0 0 w
3
0
3
7
7
7
7
5
;
(16)

0
=
2
6
6
6
6
4
2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0  2
3
7
7
7
7
5
; 
+
=
2
6
6
6
6
4
0 w
1
w
2
0
0 0 0 w
3
0 0 0 w
4
0 0 0 0
3
7
7
7
7
5
; 
 
=
2
6
6
6
6
4
0 0 0 0
w
1
0 0 0
w
2
0 0 0
0 w
3
w
4
0
3
7
7
7
7
5
:
(17)
For the first model, the elements of su(4) which commute with 
0
are contained
in the Cartan subalgebra and are of the form
2
6
6
6
6
4
i
1
0 0 0
0  i
1
+ i
2
0 0
0 0  i
2
+ i
3
0
0 0 0  i
3
3
7
7
7
7
5
:(18)
These generate the Abelian residual group G0
0
= U(1)
3. For the second model
the elements of su(4) which commute with 
0
are of the form
2
6
6
6
6
4
i
1
0 0 0
0  i
1
+ i
2

4
+ i
5
0
0  
4
+ i
5
 i
2
+ i
3
0
0 0 0  i
3
3
7
7
7
7
5
:(19)
Such elements generate the non-Abelian residual group G0
0
= SU(2) U(1)
2.
1In some cases the non-Abelian residual group will have an Abelian action on V
2
, suggesting
the possibility of a stricter classification than the one we employ.
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6. The Spherically Symmetric Einstein Yang-Mills Equations
Using equation (12) to calculate the curvature, we have
F =
1
2
(
0
+
  
0
 
)dr ^ d +
i
2
(
0
+
+ 
0
 
) sin dr ^ d
+
1
2
k
0
  [
+
;
 
℄k sin d ^ d:
By calculating the Hodge dual, we also have
F =
1
2
(
0
+
  
0
 
)SN sin dt ^ d 
i
2
(
0
+
+ 
0
 
)SNdt ^ d
+
1
2
k
0
  [
+
;
 
℄k
S
r
2
dt ^ dr:
Then, by substituting the above expressions into the Einstein Yang-Mills equa-
tions, (2) and (3), we obtain, in terms of m;S;

, the purely magnetic,
static, spherically symmetric, Einstein Yang-Mills equations[4, 9]:
m
0
=
N
2



0
+



2
+
1
8r
2
k
0
  [
+
;
 
℄k
2
;
S
 1
S
0
=



0
+



2
r
;
0 = [
+
;
0
 
℄ + [
 
;
0
+
℄;
0 = (NS
0
+
)
0
+
S
r
2


+
 
1
2
[[
+
;
 
℄ ;
+
℄

:(20)
The variable S can be decoupled from the system at the expense of an extra
term in the second order equations. In this case the equations become
m
0
=
N
2
jj
0
+
jj
2
+
1
8r
2
jj
0
  [
+
;
 
℄jj
2
;(21)
r
2
N
00
+
+ 2(m 
1
8r
jj
0
  [
+
;
 
℄jj
2
)
0
+
+ 
+
 
1
2
[[
+
;
 
℄;
+
℄ = 0;(22)
[
0
+
;
 
℄+[
0
 
;
+
℄ = 0;(23)
S
 1
S =
1
r
jj
0
+
jj
2
:(24)
7. The Inner product
The jj  jj-norm is associated to the inner product hhjii, defined by
hhXjY ii = kRe ( (X)jY ) ;(25)
where k is a positive number we are free to scale, (j) is the Killing form on g,
and  is an involutive automorphism on g defining the compact real form,
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i.e.
(x+ iy) = x  iy 8x; y 2 g
0
;
(hence the involutive property, 2 = 1). It follows from the properties of the
Killing form that our inner product is positive definite on g, and satisfies
hhXjY ii = hhY jXii;(26)
hh(X)j(Y )ii = hhXjY ii;(27)
hh[X; (Y )jZ℄ii = hhXj[Y; Z℄ii:(28)
There is freedom to rescale the jj  jj-norm by a constant factor which leads to
a global rescaling of m and r:
Proposition 7.1. If (m(r);
+
(r)) satisfies (21)-(23), then
(m(r=);
+
(r=))
satisfies the equations obtained by replacing jj  jj in equations (21)-(23)
with jj  jj.
Proof. Substitution. —
There is a family of SU(2) (Bartnik-McKinnon) solutions known to be embed-
ded in all regular models and we conventionally scale the inner product for a
given model so the numerical parameters for this family match those given in
[8, 17, 19]. For the equations as written here, this scaling corresponds to fixing
k
0
k
2
= 4.
The above properties of the inner product are very useful for proving geomet-
rical statements about V
2
. For example we have the following proposition
Proposition 7.2. If 
+
2 V
2
then
k[
+
;
 
℄k
2
k
+
k
4

4
k
0
k
2
:(29)
Proof. By the properties of the inner product we have that
hh[
+
;
 
℄j
0
ii
= hh
+
j[
0
;
+
℄ii
= hh
+
j2
+
ii
= 2 k
+
k
2
:
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Considering this term as the projection of the commutator onto 
0
we then
have that
[
+
;
 
℄ =
2 k
+
k
2
k
0
k
2

0
+ orthogonal terms
and therefore (by the ‘Hypotenuse Inequality’), it follows that
k[
+
;
 
℄k
2
k
+
k
4

4
k
0
k
2
:(30)
—
This proposition implies that Oliynyk and Künzle’s ‘coercive condition’ [23]
always holds, and will also be useful to us in the proof that Abelian models do
not possess magnetically charged solutions.
8. Asymptotic Behaviour and Magnetic Charge
Requiring that the solutions are regular and asymptotically flat gives boundary
conditions2
[
+
;
 
℄ = 
0
; at r = 0,(31)
[[
+
;
 
℄;
+
℄ = 2
+
; as r!1.(32)
at r = 0, and as r !1, respectively. In [23], Oliynyk and Künzle proved that
any bounded solution to the static spherically symmetric Einstein Yang-Mills
equations on [r
0
;1) (satisfying appropriate bounds at r
0
> 0) will satisfy the
properties
r
0
+
(r)! 0;



+
(r)  F


! 0 as r!1;(33)
where F := fX 2 V
2
n f0g j [[(X); X℄; X℄ = 2Xg and the distance is the infi-
mum of the norm over F.
For the purely magnetic, static, spherically symmetric Einstein Yang-Mills
equations (when written in the polar gauge), the Yang-Mills curvature F is
given by the formula
F =
1
2
(
0
+
  
0
 
)dr ^ d +
i
2
(
0
+
 
0
 
)dr ^ d+
i
2
(
0
  [
+
;
 
℄) sin d ^ d:
(34)
2The condition at the origin follows immediately from the requirement that the equations
are not singular at the origin. The asymptotic condition follows from demonstrating that the
system is asymptotically autonomous and determining the critical points of the autonomous
dynamical system, see [23].
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It then follows from (4) that the expression for the total magnetic charge sim-
plifies to
4Q
M
= lim
r!1
k
0
  [
+
;
 
℄k :(35)
If 
+
has a limit 1
+
as r !1 and the limit satisfies [1
+
;
1
 
℄ = 
0
(which is
also the boundary condition at the origin), then the total magnetic charge will
be zero. If 1
+
does not satisfy this equation then the total magnetic charge
will be nonzero.
Since the Adjoint action of G0
0
takes solutions of the equations to equivalent
solutions, we are interested in the orbit space F=G0
0
. Since G0
0
is a compact
group, the structure of the orbit space can be understood by considering the
invariant polynomials.
9. The Invariant Polynomials R [(V
2
 V
 2
)
0
℄
G

0
0
Theorem 9.1 (Hilbert Weyl Theorem). The ring of invariant polynomials
for a representation of a compact Lie group acting on a real vector space
is finitely generated.
We now establish some additional results for the ring R [(V
2
 V
 2
)
0
℄
G

0
0 .The
notation (V
2
 V
 2
)
0
denotes the space where the coefficient of e
 
is set as the
complex conjugate of the coefficient of e

and when the subscript 0 is omitted
no such relations have been imposed (the complexification).
Theorem 9.2. For any spherically symmetric Abelian model, the ring of
invariant polynomials,
R [(V
2
 V
 2
)
0
℄
G

0
0
;(36)
is generated by the set of quadratic polynomials fjw

j
2
;  2 S
2
g.
Proof. Since the model is Abelian, G0
0
= H
0
, the Abelian group generated by
the Cartan subalgebra (i.e. the maximal torus). The action on the root spaces
is therefore diagonal. Furthermore, since the root spaces are one-dimensional,
for any two distinct root spaces we can always find an element of the Cartan
subalgebra with an adjoint action that multiplies each root space by a different
factor. The corresponding action of H
0
will be to multiply the root vectors
by two different phases. It follows that a polynomial can only be invariant
if it pairs the coefficient of e

, (w

), with the coefficient of e
 
( w

). It
then follows that all the polynomials are even order and every term is a prod-
uct of quadratics of the form jw

j
2. Hence the set fjw

j
2
;  2 S
2
g generates
R [(V
2
 V
 2
)
0
℄
G

0
0 . —
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For the non-Abelian case we have the following theorem:
Theorem 9.3. For any spherically symmetric model arising from classical
group, (type A;B;C;D), the ring of invariant polynomials,
R [(V
2
 V
 2
)
0
℄
G

0
0
;(37)
is generated by polynomials that are either the real or the imaginary part
of the trace or the polarized Pfaffian of a product of the block matrices in
(V
2
 V
 2
)
0
that form irreducible representations of G0
0
.
Remark: The polarized Pfaffian is only needed for groups from the D series.
Proof. This theorem follows as an application of results of Aslaksen, Tan, and
Zhu [2]. There they consider the invariant polynomials for the action of the
group L generated by the Levi factor of a parabolic subalgebra of a classical
Lie algebra G, acting on the Lie algebra g. We can recognise the relevance of
this scenario to our problem by considering the Jacobson-Morozov parabolic
subalgebra associated to 
0
[11].
In [2] they decompose the fundamental representation of g into irreducible
representations of the Levi factor and then show that the blocks of the matrices
and the corresponding subspaces of the vector space form a representation of
a suitable quiver. A quiver is a directed graph and a representation of a quiver
associates vector spaces to the vertices and maps between vector spaces to the
edges.
The graph properties of the quiver facilitate a way of turning the invariant
theory problem on the blocks of g (the edges of the quiver graph), into an
equivalent problem on the subspaces of the representation vector (the vertices
of the quiver graph). This problem can then be solved using the first funda-
mental theorems from Classical Invariant theory and the result translated into
a solution of the original problem.
The graph properties of the quiver also refine the description of which products
of block matrices are sufficient, since a possible product considered as the
representation of a concatenation of directed edges must be a closed path in
the quiver graph. The path is only allowed to pass through a vertex associated
to an n-dimensional vector space at most n2 times.
The results in [2] are for classical groups of type A;B; or C, but for our appli-
cation we were able to include the D case by making use of the related results
of the same authors in [3]. More details of how to apply their results to the
various cases can be found in [14]. —
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Example: Consider again the examples of Abelian and non-Abelian models in
equations (16) and (17). For the Abelian model in (16), we have from Theorem
9.2 that
R [(V
2
 V
 2
)
0
℄
G

0
0
= R
h
jw
1
j
2
; jw
2
j
2
; jw
2
3
i
, whereas for the non-Abelian model in equation (17), we must consider possible
products. It is possible to determine the specific orders of the generators by
calculating the Molien function, where the formulas obtained by Forger in [15]
are particularly useful for our application. The Molien function for this model
is
1
(1  jzj
2
)
2
(1  jzj
4
)
from which one can read off that there are two quadratic generators and one
quartic generator. By letting 1
+
;
2
+
be the block matrices

1
+
=
h
w
1
w
2
i
; 
2
+
=
"
w
3
w
4
#
;(38)
we can associate this model to the quiver representation in Figure 1.

1
+

2
+

1
 

2
 
C
C
2
C
Figure 1. The quiver for a non-Abelian model in SU(4)
It follows from the proof of Theorem 9.3 the allowed products of the block
matrices must form closed paths in the quiver that only visit an n-dimensional
vertex at most n2 times. We can use this to identify the following generators
for the ring of invariant polynomials:
R [(V
2
 V
 2
)
0
℄
G

0
0
= R
h
Tr(
1
+

1
 
);Tr(
2
+

2
 
);Tr(
2
 

1
 

1
+

2
+
)
i
= R
h
jw
1
j
2
+ jw
2
j
2
; jw
3
j
2
+ jw
4
j
2
; jw
1
w
3
+ w
2
w
4
j
2
i
:
We have shown in [14, 5] that it is possible to project the system of ordinary
differential equations onto the space of invariant polynomials and consequently
reduce the number of equations that need to be solved to the smallest number,
while still retaining all the gauge-invariant quantities. This can be quite a
simplification, for example in the non-Abelian SU(4) model above, the eight
real second-order differential equations for each of the w
i
can be reduced to
three second-order equations for the invariant polynomials. In [5], we obtained
a similar simplification for a non-Abelian model in SO(5), where six equations
were reduced to two and we were consequently able to overcome the previously
intractable numerical problem of finding solutions.
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In the present context our main interest in the invariant polynomials is in using
them to determine information about the orbits making up the asymptotic
condition. To that end we prove the following:
Theorem 9.4. For either any spherically symmetric Abelian model, or any
spherically symmetric model arising from a classical group, an equation
of the form
[
+
;
 
℄ = ;(39)
with prescribed right hand side , will at least determine the value of all
invariant polynomials.
Remark: By ‘at least’ we mean that the further possibility of an overdetermined
system of equations is not ruled out. For example the boundary condition at
the origin, [
+
;
 
℄ = 
0
is of the above form, and examples are known of
spherically symmetric models that have no solutions to this equation.
Proof. In the Abelian case, the invariants are all quadratic and this theorem
is proved in the same way as Lemma 8.2 in [23].
Otherwise, obtain the triangular decomposition of g, so that V
2
is made up of
block matrices that are in the strictly upper triangular blocks of g, V
2
is made
up of the corresponding strictly lower triangular blocks, and g0
0
= V
0
is made
up of diagonal blocks.
The blocks in V
2
can then be ordered as follows: Identify the first block row
containing a block in V
2
, and label this block 1
+
. There are now two possibil-
ities to consider:
(a) g or 1
+
do not meet the conditions in item (b),
(b) g is an orthogonal Lie algebra (B or D type) and 1
+
is a block with only
one column.
For case (a) there cannot be a second block in V
2
in the same block row as

i
+
since, if there were, then [V
2
; V
 2
℄ = V
0
would have entries that are not
in the block diagonal. This argument does not work for case (b) because
there are some zeroes down the antidiagonal in the triangular representation of
orthogonal matrices. There can therefore be a second block with one column in
the same block row as 1
+
with no contradiction to the commutator condition.
For blocks that satisfy case (a) we can form sequences as follows: consider the
block row and block column that i
+
is in, say (j; k). If block row k contains
a block that is in V
2
then this block is next in the sequence and if it is empty
this sequence terminates and the next sequence begins with the block in V
2
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that is in the first block row of g to not yet be considered. Eventually all
blocks of V
2
will be in either a sequence 1
+
; : : : ;
n
1
+
;
n
1
+1
+
; : : : ;
n
2
+
; etc., or in
an orthogonal exception of the form
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
0 
a
+
0 
b
+
0
0 0 0 0  (
b
+
)
t
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ( 
a
+
)
t
0 0 0 0 0
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
;(40)
where a
+
;
b
+
are column one blocks (note that the orthogonal transpose is
not the standard operation in the triangular decomposition). This exhausts all
possibilities for the blocks in V
2
and the description for V
 2
is the same with
transposed indices.
The theorem then follows in three steps as a proof by induction: 1) show that
the invariants are all even order, 2) show that (39) determines the quadratic
invariants (base step), 3) show that (39) can be used to give the value of
higher order invariants in terms of lower order invariants and known quantities
(induction step).
For the first step we simply consider the Adjoint action of exp(i
0
) on V
2

V
 2
, which multiplies the negative root vectors by e 2i and the positive root
vectors by e2i. Hence any invariant polynomial must consist of products of
an equal number of of positive root vector coefficients and negative root vector
coefficients, implying only even polynomials.
Step 2 is a generalisation of Lemma 8.2 in [23], where we use the block row and
column description of V
2
to introduce a suitable basis for h. For A-type g, this
is constructed by taking each block row in g containing a block i
+
in V
2
and
then introducing a basis vector for h of the form diag(0; a; : : : ; a; b : : : ; b),
where the number of zeroes is equal to the number of rows before the block row
containing i
+
, a is a positive integer which appears as many times as there
are rows in i
+
and is equal to the number of times b appears. b is a positive
integer that fills the remaining diagonal entries and is equal to the number of
times a appears, (hence making the basis vector traceless). The adjoint action
of such an element of h will be negative on blocks in rows above i
+
, positive on

i
+
, and zero on subsequent blocks. A set of such basis vectors for h will then
provide the appropriate generalisation of Lemma 8.2 in [23], since the resulting
system of equations for the quadratic invariant polynomials will be in echelon
form and hence invertible by elementary methods. The basis vectors for type
B;C;D are similar with the appropriate reflection symmetry.
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For step 3, we can use the ordering on the blocks of V
2
to expand (39) as the
system of equations

1
+

1
 
= 
1
;
: : : ;

j
+

j
 
  
j 1
 

j 1
+
= 
j
;
: : : ;
 
n
1
 

n
1
+
= 
n
1
;
etc.;
for the sequences of blocks, and

a
+

a
 
+ 
b
+

b
 
= 
a
;
 
a
 

a
+
+ (
b
+
)
t
(
b
 
)
t
= 
b
;
for the orthogonal exceptions, where the various 
i
are known matrix quantities
obtained from projecting  on the various block diagonal matrices.
Because we have the description of the invariant polynomials from Theorem
9.3 as products that form paths in the appropriate quiver, these systems of
quadratic matrix equations for the sequences can be systematically used to
turn the trace (or polarized Pfaffian) of a product of p block matrices into a
combination of lower order invariant polynomials, and a trace (or polarized
Pfaffian) of (nk+1
+

n
k
+1
 
)
p
2 which are all determined from the first equation of
each sequence and the induction hypothesis. For the orthogonal exceptions,
the finiteness condition in Theorem 9.3 and the fact that a
+
;
b
+
have only one
column implies that we only need to consider at most quartic products of the
exceptional blocks which can easily be enumerated and shown to be determined
by the system. —
Remark: More details can be found in [14]. Example: As a simple example of
the above theorem consider again the non-Abelian model in (17). In this case
the equation (39) becomes

1
+

1
 
= 
1
;(41)

2
+

2
 
  
1
 

1
+
= 
2
;(42)
 
2
 

2
+
=  
3
;(43)
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where 
1
;
2
, and 
3
are square matrices of sizes 1; 2, and 1 respectively. The
invariants can then be determined by
Tr(
1
+

1
 
) = Tr(
1
);(44)
Tr(
2
+

2
 
) = Tr(
3
);(45)
Tr(
2
 

1
 

1
+

2
+
) = Tr(
1
 

1
+

2
+

2
 
)(46)
= Tr(
1
 

1
+
(
1
 

1
+
+ 
2
))(47)
= Tr((
1
 

1
+
)
2
) + Tr(
1
 

1
+

2
)(48)
= Tr((
1
)
2
) + Tr(
1
 

1
+

2
);(49)
where since the last term is quadratic it is determined by some combination of
the first two equations.
Equipped with the above results, we will now return to the investigation of the
asymptotic behaviour.
10. Asymptotic Behaviour and Magnetic Charge - II
Recall from §8 that the boundary conditions for globally regular particle-like
solutions are
[
+
;
 
℄ = 
0
; at r = 0,(50)
[[
+
;
 
℄;
+
℄ = 2
+
; as r!1.(51)
Let us first consider an equation of the form
[
+
;
 
℄ = ;(52)
for some prescribed .
Lemma 10.1. If ~
+
2 V
2
, is conjugate to 
+
(under the Adjoint action of
G

0
0
), i.e. ~
+
= g  
+
, and 
+
satisfies (52), then ~
+
satisfies
[
~

+
;
~

 
℄ = g  :(53)
Proof.
[
~

+
;
~

 
℄ = [g  
+
; g  
 
℄
= g  [
+
;
 
℄
= g :
—
Proposition 10.2. Solutions of (50) all lie on the same orbit and all points
on that orbit are solutions.
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Proof. Eq. 31 is a case of equation (52), where the prescribed right hand side
is  = 
0
. Since g  
0
= 
0
(by definition of G0
0
), any conjugation of any
one solution to (31) is again a solution to (31). To prove that there is only one
orbit we invoke Theorem 9.4 and the fact that invariant polynomials separate
orbits. —
Remark: This result is established a different way in [23].
Next consider equation (51). If 
+
has a well defined limit as r ! 1, say

+
! 

+
, then 

+
will satisfy (51),
[[

+
;

 
℄;

+
℄ = 2

+
:(54)
Proposition 10.3. Any point in V
2
on the same orbit as 

+
, e.g. ~

+
= g

+
is also a solution to (51).
Proof.
[[
~


+
;
~


 
℄;
~


+
℄ = [[g  

+
; g  

 
℄; g  

+
℄
= 2g 

+
= 2
~


+
:
—
Hence any point on the same orbit as a solution to (51) is a (gauge-equivalent)
solution to (51) as well. We can use this fact to choose a representative element
from each orbit of points that solve (51):
Proposition 10.4. If ~

+
solves (51) then there exists 

+
= g 
~


+
that also
solves (51) and has the property:
[

+
;

 
℄ 2 ih
0
:(55)
Proof. From the facts that 


2 V
2
and (

+
) =  

 
it follows that
[

+
;

 
℄ 2 ig

0
0
. It can be shown (by a well-known application of the Lef-
schetz fixed point theorem [18]) that any element in the Lie algebra, g
0
, of a
compact Lie group, G, can be Ad
G
-conjugated to h
0
. In this case g = g0
0
and
G = G

0
0
and in light of the previous proposition the result follows. —
For each orbit of solutions of (51), let 
i
+
be a representative element as defined
in the above proposition. The index i is over the set of orbits of solutions and
we will subsequently show this index to be discrete.
Define 
i
0
:= [

i
+
;

i
 
℄ 2 ih
0
and define the spaces:
V


i
0
2
:=
n
X 2 gj[
i
0
; X℄ = 2X
o
:(56)
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Remark: Hence V
2
could also be written as V 0
2
.
Proposition 10.5. The set of possible 
i
0
is discrete.
Proof. Each 
i
0
was defined in terms of (at least one) 
i
+
. Hence there is a
sl
2
C subalgebra of g defined by span
C
[

i
0
;

i
+
;

i
 
℄. Therefore g can be decom-
posed as an sl
2
C module and then from representation theory we know that
all elements of g are in integer eigenspaces of ad


i
0
. Hence 
i
0
2 I which is a
discrete set. —
Remark: This implies that the V


i
0
2
spaces defined above correspond to genuine
V
2
’s as defined previously for spherically symmetric models. The V


i
0
2
intersect
with the V
2
associated to 
0
. While we have not shown that 2i
i
0
2 W
R
,
it must be in some Weyl Chamber, which can always be obtained from the
fundamental one by discrete reflections.
Proposition 10.6. The set of representative 
i
+
is discrete.
Proof. We have shown in the previous proposition that the set of possible 
i
0
is discrete, so it suffices to show that any representative 
i
+
and 
j
+
that define
the same 
i
0
are equivalent. To see this consider the equation
[X
+
; X
 
℄ = 

i
0
; on V 0
2
\ V


i
0
2
:(57)
Since this equation is on V 0
2
, it follows from Theorem 9.4 that all solutions
are on the same orbit. Any arbitrary choice of one of these equivalent solutions
can then be made for the representative 
i
+
. —
Remark: There may be solutions to [X
+
; X
 
℄ = 

i
0
in V


i
0
2
that are not G0
0
-
equivalent, but all of the solutions that are also in V 0
2
have to be.
We now have the decomposition
V
2
= V
2
\ V


0
2
 V
2
nV


0
2
:(58)
In light of the above propositions, we can now refine the asymptotic property
in (33), since F is given by the disjoint union,
F =
G
i
F
i
;(59)
where F
i
:=
n
g  

i
+
j g 2 G

0
0
o
.
Combining this result with (33) implies that each bounded solution to the
equations will have the asymptotic property
k
+
(r)  F
i
k ! 0 as r !1; for some F
i
:(60)
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The total magnetic charge will only be zero in the case where F
i
is fg 
i
+
g for
the 
i
+
that corresponds to 
i
0
= 
0
.
11. The Dynamical System
Since the orbits F
i
are disjoint, we can consider the solutions that asymptoti-
cally approach each distinct F
i
separately (and will now suppress the i index
on 
i
+
). By introducing the variable  via
dr
d
= r
p
N;(61)
and letting _y denote the derivative of some variable y with respect to  , we
can write the system of ordinary differential equations (21)-(22) in autonomous
form as
_z =  z   z;(62)
_ =    
1
2

2
  z
2
(

G+ P );(63)


+
=
_

+
 F(
+
) + Æ(z; ;
+
;
_

+
)
_

+
;(64)
where
z := r
 1
;  :=
p
N   1;

G :=
1
2



_

+



2
;
P :=
1
8
k
0
  [
+
;
 
℄k
2
;
Æ(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
) :=  1  2 + ( + 1)
 1
(1 +  +
1
2

2
+ z
2
(

G  P )):
Note that the variables introduced above follow from those originally intro-
duced in [8]. If possible, we would like to state the well-posedness of the as-
ymptotic solutions by applying the following existence and uniqueness result,
which is a trivial modification of Lemma 3 from [16]:
Lemma 11.1. Let B be a real n  n matrix, the eigenvalues of which
have nonzero real parts, and the n eigenvectors of which are all distinct.
Suppose we have a projection, P, commuting with B, and constants, K >
0;  > 0 exist such that, for all t  0
je
tB
Pj  Ke
 t
;
je
 tB
(I  P)j  Ke
 t
:
Let h : [0;1) Rn ! Rn be a continuous function, satisfying
jh(t; 0)j  ; for all t  0;
jh(t; y
1
)  h(t; y
2
)j  ljy
1
  y
2
j; for all y
1
; y
2
; t  0;
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where ; l are positive constants. Then if l < 
2K
, for any choice of y
 
(q) :=
Py(q) at some q 2 [0;1), a bounded solution of the nonlinear equation
_y = By + h(t; y(t))(65)
exists on [0;1) and is unique up to the choice of y
 
(q). Moreover for all
t  0,
jy(t)j 
2K+ Ke
q
jy
 
(q)j
  2Kl
:
By substituting for the right hand side, we see that equations (62)-(64) have a
critical point at (z; ;
+
;
_

+
) = (0; 0;

+
; 0). If we write these equations as a
first order dynamical system, the linearized system at this critical point is
d
d
0
B
B
B
B

z


+
_

+
1
C
C
C
C
A
=
2
6
6
6
6
4
 1 0 0 0
0  1 0 0
0 0 0 I
0 0 A I
3
7
7
7
7
5
0
B
B
B
B

z


+
_

+
1
C
C
C
C
A
:(66)
where A, the linearization of  F , is
A :=
1
2
ad


+
Æ (ad


 
+ ad


+
Æ ) +
1
2
(ad


0
  ad

0
):(67)
To know whether we can apply Lemma 11.1, we will need a description of the
eigenvalues of the linearization. These depend on the eigenvalues of A.
12. Eigenbasis of V
2
for the operator A
Theorem 12.1. V
2
has an eigenbasis for the operator A which can be con-
structed from a set of highest weights.
We will prove this result after establishing the necessary propositions and lem-
mata.
Proposition 12.2. A is symmetric on g.
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Proof. Let X; Y be arbitrary elements of g. Then
hhXjAY ii =
1
2
hhXj[

+
; [

 
; Y ℄ + [

+
; (Y )℄℄ + [

0
  
0
; Y ℄ii
=
1
2
hhXj[

+
; [

 
; Y ℄ + [

+
; (Y )℄℄ii+
1
2
hhXj[

0
  
0
; Y ℄ii
=
1
2
hh[ (

+
); X℄j[

 
; Y ℄ + [

+
; (Y )℄ii+
1
2
hh[ (

0
  
0
); X℄jY ii
=
1
2
hh[

+
; [

 
; X℄℄jY ii+
1
2
hh[

 
; [

 
; X℄℄j(Y )ii+
1
2
hh[

0
  
0
; X℄jY ii
=
1
2
hh[

+
; [

 
; X℄℄jY ii+
1
2
hh[

+
; [

+
; X℄℄jY ii+
1
2
hh[

0
  
0
; X℄jY ii
= hhAXjY ii
—
Since the operator A is made up of elements of the standard triple f

0
;

+
;

 
g
we consider the sl
2
C subalgebra of g defined by the triple together with the
induced Lie bracket. Accordingly, we can consider g as an sl
2
-module and write
it in terms of highest weights of ad


0
and the lowering operator ad


 
.
Proposition 12.3. Consider g as an sl
2
-module corresponding to the sub-
algebra defined by the standard triple f

0
;

+
;

 
g . A basis can be chosen
for the highest weights such that they are also 
0
-weights.
Proof. The key fact is that since 

+
is in V
2
, it is a 
0
-weight. Then consider
a highest weight  such that
 =
M
i;j

i;j
; where 
i;j
2 V (i; j);(68)
and V (i; j) is defined to be the (i; j) eigenspace of (
0
;

0
) (which may be
empty). Then 

+
2 V (2; 2) and
ad


+
: V (i; j)! V (i+ 2; j + 2):(69)
This means that each 
i;j
will have to independently be a highest weight as the
equation ad


+
 = 0 will have to be solved independently in each V (i+2; j+2).
Accordingly we can assume each highest weight of ad


0
belongs to only one
V (i; j). —
Under the action of the lowering operator ad


 
the image of these highest
weights then span all of g. In particular, if fa
m;2k
g is a set of highest weights
of the 
 sl
2
decomposition with even 
0
-weight which satisfym  k 1; k  1
(the a index is over highest weights with the same (m; 2k)), then
n


k 1
 
 
a
m;2k
o
(70)
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is a basis for V
2
over C .
Note: To simplify the notation we will from here on use the convention of
denoting successive applications of ad
X
by the corresponding power of ad
X
and, where suitable, we will also use X  Y to denote ad
X
Y .
To obtain an eigenbasis of V
2
for the operator A we now establish some proper-
ties of the action of  Æ ad2


 
on this basis. We will need the following formula
from sl
2
representation theory [18]:
Proposition 12.4. If 
x
is a highest weight in a representation of an sl
2
fh; e; fg with weight x and
 (a; b; 
x
) = e
a
 f
b
 
x
; b < x;(71)
then  has the recursive property
 (a; b; 
x
) = ((x+ 1)b  b
2
) (a  1; b  1; 
x
):(72)
We can now prove the following:
Proposition 12.5. If m  k + 1 then (
k+1
 
 
a
m;2k
) will lie in V
2
and be
nonzero. If m = k or m = k   1 then (
k+1
 
 
a
m;2k
) is zero.
Proof. From sl
2
theory we know that ifm is the highest weight of an irreducible
sl
2
representation then  m is the corresponding lowest weight. The map ad


 
lowers the weight by 2, so after applying adk 1


 
we will have moved down the
sl
2
string to m   2k + 2 and can only apply the lowering operator a further
m   k + 1 times before getting zero. This means that applying the lowering
operator to the highest weight k+ 1 times will only give something nonzero if
m k+1  2. This proves the second part of the proposition. When m  k+1
we can prove the first case of the proposition by applying the identity (72). —
Proposition 12.6.  Æ 
2
 
Æ  Æ 

2
 



V
2
is diagonal on the above basis.
Proof. Firstly, if m = k or m = k   1, then the element a
m;2k
maps to zero
which is trivially a diagonal map. For the remainder of the proof consider
m  k+ 1 By applying (72), it follows that
  

2
 
   

2
 


k 1
 

a
m;2k
=     

2
+
 

k+1
 

a
m;2k
= 

2
+
 

k+1
 

a
m;2k
= ((m+ 1)(k+ 1)  (k + 1)
2
)

+
 

k
 

a
m;2k
= (m  k)(k+ 1)

+


k
 

a
m;2k
= (m  k)(k+ 1)((m+ 1)k   k
2
)

k 1
 

a
m;2k
= (m  k)(k+ 1)(m+ 1  k)k

k 1
 

a
m;2k
:
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Therefore we have a diagonal map. The coefficient is nonzero when m  k+1.
When the two elements 
k 1
 

a
m;k
; (

k+1
 

a
m;k
) are not proportional, the map
 Æ 

2
 
is a nondegenerate linear transformation of the pair. —
We use the above propositions to define a new basis for V
2
. Firstly the new basis
contains all of the elements of f
k 1
 

a
m;2k
g that satisfy m = k or m = k   1.
Therefore the rest of the elements in the original basis satisfy m  k + 1.
Consider the image of such an element, 
k 1
 

a
m;2k
, under  Æ 
2
 
. Since

a
m;2k
2 V (m; 2k);
it follows that


k 1
 

a
m;2k
2 V (m  2(k   1); 2k  2(k   1))
= V (m  2k + 2; 2):
Hence
  

2
 
: V (m  2k + 2; 2)! V ( m+ 2k + 2; 2)
and then because
m  2k + 2 =  m+ 2k+ 2 =) m = 2k;
we have that if m = 2k it is possible that 
k 1
 

a
m;2k
maps to a multiple of itself
under  Æ 
2
 
. We can take the highest weights satisfying m = 2k and restrict
the basis defined by Oliynyk and Künzle for V 
0
2
to V 
0
2
\ V

0
2
, i.e. we define
as in [22]

a
2k;2k
:=
8
<
:
i
a
2k;2k
+ 

i
(2k)!


2k
 
 
a
2k;2k

if 

1
(2k)!


2k
 
 
a
2k;2k

=  
a
2k;2k
;

a
2k;2k
+ 

1
(2k)!


2k
 
 
a
2k;2k

otherwise
(73)
and then add v
2k;2k
= 

k 1
 

a
2k;2k
to the new basis of V 0
2
. In [22], E is defined
as the k value for the set of all possible even 

0
weights with k  1 and we
will define E0 as the subset of E for which 
k 1
 

a
2k;2k
is in V 0
2
For the remaining elements in the original basis, m > k+1, and k  1, and the
n


k 1
 

a
m;2k
o
can be arranged into the pairs 
ki 1
 

a
i
m
i
;2k
i
and (
ki+1
 

a
i
m
i
;2k
i
). To
see that for any i we can always write
(

k
i
+1
 

a
i
m
i
;2k
i
) = 

k
j
 1
 

a
j
m
j
;2k
j
(74)
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for some j, we apply adm ki 1


+
and adm ki


+
to the left hand side to obtain


m
i
 k
i
 1
+
(

k
i
+1
 

a
i
m
i
;2k
i
) = ( 1)
m
i
 k
i
 1
(

m
i
 

a
i
m
i
;2k
i
);


m
i
 k
i
+
(

k
i
+1
 

a
i
m
i
;2k
i
) = ( 1)
m
i
 k
i
(

m
i
+1
 

a
i
m
i
;2k
i
)
= 0:
So 
mi ki 1
+
(

k
i
+1
 

a
i
m
i
;2k
i
) is a highest weight which can be lowered m
i
  k
i
 
1 + k
i
+ 1 = m
i
times and is in V
2
after being lowered m
i
  k
i
  1 times.
This shows that for each highest weight ai
m
i
;2k
i
we can find a highest weight

a
j
m
i
;2(m
i
 k
i
)
such that
(

k
i
+1
 

a
i
m
i
;2(m
i
 k
i
)
) = 

m
i
 k
i
 1
 

a
j
m
i
;2(m
i
 k
i
)
:(75)
From these pairs we will take, as a labelling convention, the remaining elements
in the original basis
n


k 1
 

a
m;2k
o
which satisfy k
i
< m
i
  k
i
and then find the
partner element as above.
To summarise, we have refined the basis for V
2
,
n


k 1
 

a
m;2k
o
, to
8
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:
v
a
k 1;2k
= 

k 1
 
 
a
k 1;2k
; for m = k   1
v
a
k;2k
= 

k 1
 
 
a
k;2k
; for m = k
v
a
2k;2k
= 

k 1
 


i
a
2k;2k
+ 

i
(2k)!


2k
 
 
a
2k;2k

for m = 2k if ‘C1’
v
a
2k;2k
= 

k 1
 



a
2k;2k
+ 

1
(2k)!


2k
 
 
a
2k;2k

for m = 2k otherwise
v
a
m;2k
= 

k 1
 
 
a
m;2k
; for m > 2k
v
a
m;2k
= (

k+1
 
 
a
m;2k
); for m > 2k:
9
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
=
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
;
(76)
where ‘C1’ stands for the too-wide condition:

 
1
(2k)!


2k
 
 
a
2k;2k
!
=  
a
2k;2k
:
We now establish an eigenbasis for A on V 0
2
. When restricted to the inter-
section V 
0
2
\ V

0
2
, our operator becomes identical to the operator in [22], also
called A. Hence we can define the same vectors for the eigenbasis of V 
0
2
\V

0
2
as
X
a
2k
=
8
<
:
1
(k 1)!
v
a
2k;2k
if k is odd
i
(k 1)!
v
a
2k;2k
if k is even
and Y a
2k
= iX
a
2k
9
=
;
;(77)
with
A(X
a
2k
) = k(k+ 1)X
a
2k
and A(Y a
2k
) = 0:
(78)
For the complement, V 0
2
nV


0
2
, we will consider the different possibilities for
m in cases.
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When m = k   1, we consider the action of A on va
k 1;2k
A 

k 1
 
 
a
k 1;2k
=
1
2



+
 

 
+   

2
 
+ (

0
  
0
)



k 1
 
 
a
k 1;2k
=
 (k + 1)
2


k 1
 
 
a
k 1;2k
:
When m = k, we have
A  

k 1
 
 
a
k;2k
=
1
2



+
 

 
+   

2
 
+ (

0
  
0
)



k 1
 
 
a
k;2k
= 0:
The calculations for iva
k 1;2k
and iva
k;2k
are the same as above.
When m  k + 1;m 6= 2k we consider the image of the pair va
m;2k
; v
a
m;2k
A  v
a
m;2k
=
1
2



+
 

 
+  

2
 
+(

0
  
0
)



k 1
 
 
a
m;2k
=
(m  k)(k+ 1)
2
v
a
m;2k
+
1
2
v
a
m;2k
;(79)
A  v
a
m;2k
=
1
2



+
 

 
+  

2
 
+(

0
  
0
)

(

k+1
 
 
a
m;2k
)
=
(m+ 1  k)k
2
v
a
m;2k
+
(m  k)(k+ 1)(m+ 1  k)k
2
v
a
m;2k
:(80)
So the action of A on the pair va
m;2k
; v
a
m;2k
is given by the two-by-two matrix
1
2
2
6
6
4
(m  k)(k+ 1) (m  k)(k+ 1)(m+ 1  k)k
1 (m+ 1  k)k
3
7
7
5
;(81)
with a similar action on the pair iva
m;2k
; iv
a
m;2k
. By solving these matrices for
the eigenvectors and eigenvalues we define
X
a
m;2k
:= (k + 1)(m  k)

k 1
 
 
a
m;2k
+ (

k+1
 
 
a
m;2k
);

X
a
m;2k
:= i(k + 1)(m  k)

k 1
 
 
a
m;2k
  i(

k+1
 
 
a
m;2k
);
Y
a
m;2k
:= k(k m  1)

k 1
 
 
a
m;2k
+ (

k+1
 
 
a
m;2k
);

Y
a
m;2k
:= ik(k m  1)

k 1
 
 
a
m;2k
  i(

k+1
 
 
a
m;2k
);
satisfying
AX
a
m;2k
= (km  k
2
+
m
2
)X
a
m;2k
;
A

X
a
m;2k
= (km  k
2
+
m
2
)

X
a
m;2k
;
AY
a
m;2k
= 0;
A

Y
a
m;2k
= 0:
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To summarise, we have an A-eigenbasis of V
2
, fX; X; Y; Y g, made up of
eigenvector eigenvalue
X
a
k 1;2k
 
k+1
2
;

X
a
k 1;2k
 
k+1
2
;
Y
a
k;2k
0;

Y
a
k;2k
0;
X
a
2k;2k
k(k+ 1);
Y
a
2k;2k
0;
X
a
m;2k
mk   k
2
+
m
2
;

X
a
m;2k
mk   k
2
+
m
2
;
Y
a
m;2k
0;

Y
a
m;2k
0:
(82)
The zero eigenvalues of A mean that (62) does not meet the preconditions of
Lemma 11.1. We will look for a way around this over the next few sections.
13. The First-Order Yang-Mills Equation defines a Horizontal
Subspace
As shown in [22], if (23) is satisfied at some value of r, then it will hold for the
same interval of existence as a solution of the rest of the equations. It turns
out that we can make further use of (23) by interpreting it geometrically.
If we think of 
+
as an arbitrary curve in V
2
and 0
+
as an arbitrary tangent
vector, then the left hand side of (23) can be viewed as defining a map on the
tangent bundle TV
2
, i.e.,
YM1 : TV
2
! g0
0
; YM1(
+
;
0
+
) := [
+
; (
0
+
)℄ + [(
+
);
0
+
℄:(83)
We will now use this map to establish a horizontal and vertical decomposition
of the tangent space.
Definition 13.1. The vertical space at 
+
, is defined as
vert

+
:= f 
+
2 T

+
V
2
j 
+
is tangent to a G0
0
  orbitg:(84)
Proposition 13.2.
vert

+
= f[a;
+
℄; a 2 g0
0
g:(85)
Proof. Without loss of generality, consider curves through the identity element
of G0
0
of the form g(s) = exp (sa). Then
d
ds

Ad
exp (sa)

+




s=0
= [a;
+
℄:
—
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Definition 13.3. The horizontal space at 
+
is defined as
hor

+
:= vert

+
?
;(86)
where the ? is calculated with respect to the hhjii inner product.
Therefore
T

+
V
2
= hor

+
 vert

+
; 8
+
2 V
2
:(87)
We also define the relevant bundles,
vert :=
[

+
2V
2
vert

+
;(88)
hor :=
[

+
2V
2
hor

+
;
so that
TV
2
= hor vert:(89)
Lemma 13.4. For each 
+
2 V
2
,
hor

+
= f 
+
2 T

+
V
2
j YM1(
+
; 
+
) = 0g :(90)
Proof. Consider the inner product of an arbitrary vertical vector, [a;
+
℄ 2
vert

+
with an arbitrary tangent vector  
+
2 T

+
V
2
,
hh[a;
+
℄j 
+
ii = hhaj[ 
+
; (
+
)℄ii
=
1
2
(hhaj[ 
+
; (
+
)℄ii+ hhaj[ 
+
; (
+
)℄ii)
=
1
2
(hhaj[ 
+
; (
+
)℄ii+ hh(a)j[( 
+
); 
+
℄ii)
=
1
2
(hhaj[(
+
); 
+
℄ii+ hhaj[
+
; ( 
+
)℄ii)
=
1
2
hhajYM1(
+
; 
+
)ii:
Then if YM1(
+
; 
+
) = 0 it is clear that  
+
2 hor

+
. For the other inclusion,
set a = YM1(
+
; 
+
) and the result follows. —
Remark: We see that the first-order Yang-Mills equation is equivalent to the
connection on  : V
2
! V
2
=G

0
0
that is determined by the hor vert splitting.
We can therefore define a curvature on each manifold making up strata in
V
2
=G

0
0
. Following [7], we can view the splitting as an Ehresmann connection
by defining The curvature B : TV
2
 TV
2
! vert, is completely determined by
the map ~B : TV
2
 TV
2
! g

3
0
,
~
B((
+
;
0
+
); (
+
;
0
+
)) = YM1(H

+

0
+
; H

+

0
+
);(91)
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8(
+
;
0
+
); (
+
;
0
+
) 2 TV
2
: The relationship is
hh[a;
+
℄;B( ;
)ii = hhaj
~
B( ;
)ii:(92)
Theorem 13.5. Abelian models are flat.
Proof. As shown in [14], for an Abelian model, for any 
+
corresponding to a
point on the principal stratum of V
2
=G

0
0
a basis over R for the horizontal space
at 
+
is given by the root vector components of 
+
. Then by the triviality of
(23) for Abelian models and (91), (see for example Equation (3.19) in [21]), all
of the components of ~B are zero. —
Theorem 13.6. Some non-Abelian models are not flat.
Proof. The example of a non-Abelian model given in (17), has curvature with
nonzero components. —
The full significance of this curvature for the properties of solutions for non-
Abelian models, (different behaviour, stability, etc), is yet to be thoroughly
explored, but here the splitting of the tangent space into horizontal and ver-
tical spaces provides the key to completing the dynamical system analysis of
asymptotic solutions.
14. Decomposition of the eigenspace of A at 

+
We will use the eigenbasis defined in (82), to calculate the image of YM1 at


+
.
Proposition 14.1. The ‘X’-type eigenvectors defined in (82) are horizontal
at 

+
, whereas the ‘Y ’-type eigenvectors are vertical at 

+
.
Proof. By calculating, it follows that
YM1(X
a
k 1;2k
;

+
) = 0;
YM1(

X
a
k 1;2k
;

+
) = 0;
YM1(X
a
2k;2k
;

+
) = 0;
YM1(X
a
m;2k
;

+
) = 0;
YM1(

X
a
m;2k
;

+
) = 0;
which implies that the ‘X’-type eigenvectors are all horizontal at 

+
, while for
the ‘Y ’-type eigenvectors, the image under YM1 at 

+
is nonzero, and further
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calculation gives the additional result that
[YM1(Y
a
k;2k
;

+
);

+
℄ / Y
a
k;2k
;
[YM1(

Y
a
k;2k
;

+
);

+
℄ /

Y
a
k;2k
;
[YM1(Y
a
2k;2k
;

+
);

+
℄ / Y
a
2k;2k
;
[YM1(Y
a
m;2k
;

+
);

+
℄ / Y
a
m;2k
;
[YM1(

Y
a
m;2k
;

+
);

+
℄ /

Y
a
m;2k
;
which, since YM1(V
2
;

+
)  g

0
0
, shows that the zero eigenvalues of the A oper-
ator (and the consequent zero eigenvalues in our linearization of the dynamical
system) are all associated to vertical vectors at 

+
. —
We know that the vertical vectors are tangent vectors to curves in the orbits
of the residual gauge group, and that the action of the residual gauge group
takes solutions to other gauge-equivalent solutions.
This suggests that we may be able to project the dynamical system onto the
space spanned only by the ‘X’-type eigenvectors, where there are no zeroes
in the new linearization, then apply the existence theorems above, and then
use the first-order Yang-Mills equation to recover the properties of the full
solutions. In the next section we introduce some local coordinates in order to
achieve this result.
15. Local Coordinates
Let us now establish coordinates such that

+
= Ad
g
X
+
(93)
in a neighbourhood around 

+
, where g 2 G0
0
and X
+
2 hor


+
V
2
. We know
that vert


+
V
2
= [g

0
0
;

+
℄, and so denoting the complement to g0
0
\ g
+ in g0
0
by L, we have the isomorphism
ad


+
: L! vert


+
V
2
:(94)
Now consider the map
	 : G

0
0
 hor


+
V
2
! V
2
;	(g;X
+
) = Ad
g
X
+
:(95)
For a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the identity, every compact Lie group
is locally diffeomorphic to its Lie algebra (the real tangent space at the iden-
tity). Hence we can introduce logarithmic coordinates, a 2 g0
0
, with local
diffeomorphism given by the exponential map. Then the differential of

	 : g0
0
 hor


+
V
2
! V
2
;

	(a;X
+
) = Ad
exp a
X
+
(96)
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evaluated at (0;

+
) is
D

	



(0;

+
)
(b; V
+
) =  ad


+
b+ V
+
:(97)
This map has a kernel from the component of b that lies in g0
0
\ g
+ so it is
not an isomorphism, but it is a surjection, since ad


+
 I is an isomorphism
from Lhor


+
V
2
to vert


+
V
2
hor


+
V
2
= V
2
. Hence we have for any C2 curve,
, in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of V
2
around 

+
a (non-unique) C2
curve,  in G0
0
 hor


+
V
2
such that 	() = .
16. The Reduced Dynamical System
In the neighbourhood of 

+
, where the coordinates (g;X
+
) 2 G

0
0
 hor


+
V
2
such that

+
= Ad
g
X
+
are well-defined, we differentiate to obtain

0
+
= Ad
g

X
0
+
+ [;X
+
℄

;(98)
where  := g 1g0 2 g0
0
. In these coordinates, (23) becomes
[X
0
+
; X
 
℄ + [X
0
 
; X
+
℄ + [[;X
+
℄; X
 
℄ + [[;X
 
℄; X
+
℄ = 0:(99)
Definition 16.1. Let S
X
+
: g

0
0
! g

0
0
be the operator defined by
S
X
+
a = [[a;X
+
℄; X
 
℄ + [[a;X
 
℄; X
+
℄:(100)
Proposition 16.2. S
X
+
is symmetric on g0
0
.
Proof. By using the properties of the inner product, we get
hhS
X
+
ajbii
=hh[[a;X
+
℄; X
 
℄ + [[a;X
 
℄; X
+
℄jbii
=hhaj[[b;X
+
℄; X
 
℄ + [[b;X
 
℄; X
+
℄ii
=hhajS
X
+
bii; for all a; b 2 g0
0
;
which shows that S
X
+
is a symmetric operator on g0
0
and is therefore diago-
nalisable. —
Proposition 16.3. The kernel of S
X
+
is identical to the kernel of ad
X
+
.
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Proof. Suppose we have some element, a 2 g0
0
, such that S
X
+
a = 0. Then we
can take the inner product of S
X
+
a with a and use the properties of the inner
product to get
hhS
X
+
ajaii =hh[[a;X
+
℄; X
 
℄ + [[a;X
 
℄; X
+
℄jaii
=hh[[a;X
+
℄; X
 
℄jaii+ hh[[a;X
 
℄; X
+
℄jaii
=hh[a;X
+
℄j[a;X
+
℄ii+ hh[a;X
 
℄j[a;X
 
℄ii
=2 k[a;X
+
℄k
2
;
which implies that the kernel of S
X
+
is contained within the kernel of ad
X
+
,
with the reverse inclusion immediate from the definition of S
X
+
. —
It is then natural to consider the following related operator:
Definition 16.4. Let ~S
X
+
: g0
0
nker
ad
X
+
g0
0
! g0
0
nker
ad
X
+
g0
0
be the operator
defined by
~
S
X
+
:= pr
?
ker
ad
X
+
g

0
0
Æ S
X
+
Æ pr
?
ker
ad
X
+
g

0
0
(101)
~
S
X
+
is then an invertible map from g0
0
nker
ad
X
+
g

0
0
! g

0
0
nker
ad
X
+
g

0
0
. Let
 = ~ + 
0
where [
0
; X
+
℄ = 0 and ~ := pr?
ker
ad
X
+
. Equation (99) can now be
written as
YM1(X
0
+
; X
+
) +
~
S
X
+
~ = 0;(102)
and then solved, resulting in
~ =  
~
S
 1
X
+
YM1(X
0
+
; X
+
)(103)
=  
~
S
 1
X
+
ÆYM1
X
+
(X
0
+
);(104)
where the last line defines the convenient notationYM1
X
+
(X
0
+
) := YM1(X
0
+
; X
+
).
If for some continuous interval on the curve in the local coordinates (g(r); X
+
(r)),
the kernel of ad
X
+
is nontrivial, then we can let h be the solution to the dif-
ferential equation
h
0
= 
0
h(105)
for some fixed choice of h(r
0
) at a specified point r
0
on the interval. We then
use the equivalent curve (q;X
+
), where q = gh and so consequently satisfies
q
 1
q
0
= h
 1
(g
 1
g
0
)h+ h
 1
h
0
= h
 1
(~ + 
0
)h+ h
 1
( 
0
)h
0
= h
 1
~h:
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Then since [h 1~h;X
+
℄ = h
 1
[~;X
+
℄h, and h is compact, the ‘new’  = q 1q0
has trivial kernel under ad
X
+
. Thus we can fix the choice, 
0
= 0. Hence,
 =  
~
S
 1
X
+
ÆYM1
X
+
(X
0
+
)(106)
We now want to write equation (64),


+
=
_

+
 F(
+
) + Æ(z; ;
+
;
_

+
)
_

+
;
in terms of the variables (93). In these coordinates, the derivatives are
_

+
= g  (
_
X
+
+ [;X
+
℄);(107)


+
= g  (

X
+
+ [ _;X
+
℄ + 2[;
_
X
+
℄ + [; [;X
+
℄℄);(108)
and
F(
+
) = F(g X
+
)
= g X
+
 
1
2
[[g X
+
; g X
 
℄; g X
+
℄
= g  (X
+
 
1
2
[[X
+
; X
 
℄; X
+
℄)
= g  F(X
+
):(109)
The terms in Æ involving 
+
and _
+
become
P =
1
8
k
0
  [
+
;
 
℄k
2
=
1
8
k
0
  [g X
+
; g X
 
℄k
2
=
1
8
k
0
  g  [X
+
; X
 
℄k
2
=
1
8
kg  
0
  g  [X
+
; X
 
℄k
2
=
1
8
k
0
  [X
+
; X
 
℄k
2
;(110)
where we have used the fact that g  
0
= 
0
(by definition of G0
0
), and

G =
1
2



_

+



2
=
1
2



_
X
+
+ [;X
+
℄



2
=
1
2



_
X
+



2
 
1
2
k[;X
+
℄k
2
;(111)
where the last line follows from writing the first-order Yang-Mills equation in
the (g;X
+
) variables and the properties of the inner product.
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Substituting the above expressions into (64) and applying Ad
g
 1, we obtain

X
+
+ [ _;X
+
℄ =
_
X
+
 F(X
+
)  2[;
_
X
+
℄  [; [;X
+
℄℄ + [;X
+
℄
+ Æ(z; ;X
+
;
_
X
+
)

_
X
+
+ [;X
+
℄

;(112)
where  is determined by X
+
;
_
X
+
and so we substitute the formula (106) at
each appearance. To obtain an expression for _ we differentiate (99). The
result is
0 =[

X
+
; X
 
℄ + [

X
 
; X
+
℄ + [[ _;X
+
℄; X
 
℄ + [[ _;X
 
℄; X
+
℄
+ [[;
_
X
+
℄; X
 
℄ + [[;
_
X
 
℄; X
+
℄ + [[;X
+
℄;
_
X
 
℄ + [[;X
 
℄;
_
X
+
℄:
In the notation introduced above, we therefore have
0 = YM1
X
+

X
+
+
~
S
X
+
_ + 2YM1
X
+
[;
_
X
+
℄   YM1
X
+
_
X
+
;(113)
which has the solution for _,
_ =  
~
S
 1
X
+

YM1
X
+

X
+
+ 2YM1
X
+
[;
_
X
+
℄   YM1
X
+
_
X
+

:(114)
Hence
pr
hor


+
[ _;X
+
℄ =

pr
hor


+
V
2
Æ ad
X
+
Æ
~
S
 1
X
+
ÆYM1
X
+


X
+
+

pr
hor


+
V
2
Æ ad
X
+
Æ
~
S
 1
X
+
 
2YM1
X
+
[;
_
X
+
℄   YM1
X
+
_
X
+

:(115)
Definition 16.5. Let Q
X
+
: hor


+
V
2
! hor


+
V
2
be the operator defined by
Q
X
+
:= pr
hor


+
V
2
Æ ad
X
+
Æ
~
S
 1
X
+
ÆYM1
X
+
;(116)
Then we can write the projected differential equation on hor


+
V
2
as
(I+Q
X
+
)

X
+
=
_
X
+
  pr
hor


+
V
2
(F(X
+
)) + Æ
_
X
+
+pr
hor


+
V
2

 2[;
_
X
+
℄  [; [;X
+
℄℄ + [;X
+
℄ + Æ[;X
+
℄

 

pr
hor


+
V
2
Æ ad
X
+
Æ
~
S
 1
X
+
 
2YM1
X
+
[;
_
X
+
℄   YM1
X
+
_
X
+

:
We will group all of the terms on the right hand side which have at least one
 as J

(X
+
;
_
X
+
), and write the above equation as
(I+Q
X
+
)

X
+
=
_
X
+
  pr
hor


+
V
2
(F(X
+
)) + Æ
_
X
+
+ J

(X
+
;
_
X
+
):(117)
The linearization of  F(X
+
) at 

+
is AX
+
and
 F(X
+
) =  X
+
+
1
2
[[X
+
; X
 
℄; X
+
℄
=  (Z
+
+ 

+
) +
1
2
[[Z
+
+ 

+
; Z
 
+ 

 
℄; Z
+
+ 

+
℄
=  Z
+
  

+
+ AZ
+
+ Z
+
+ 

+
+
~
R(Z
+
)
= AZ
+
+
~
R(Z
+
);
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where Z
+
:= X
+
  

+
and
~
R(Z
+
) :=
1
2
([[Z
+
; Z
 
℄; Z
+
℄ + [[Z
+
; Z
 
℄;

+
℄ + [[Z
+
;

 
℄; Z
+
℄ + [[

+
; Z
 
℄; Z
+
℄) :
Let R(Z
+
) := pr
hor


+
V
2
~
R(Z
+
) and we can now write (117) as
(I+Q
X
+
)

Z
+
=
_
Z
+
+ AZ
+
+ R(Z
+
) + Æ
_
Z
+
+ J

(X
+
;
_
X
+
):(118)
Let  
+
:=
_
Z
+
=
_
X
+
. We now have, via (118), the first order system on
R  R  hor


+
V
2
 hor


+
V
2
,
_z =  z   z;(119)
_ =    
1
2

2
  z
2
(

G+ P );(120)
_
Z
+
=  
+
;(121)
(I+Q
X
+
)
_
 
+
=  
+
+ AZ
+
+R(Z
+
) + Æ 
+
+ J

(X
+
;
_
X
+
):(122)
In these variables, the critical point is at (z; ; Z
+
; 
+
) = (0; 0; 0; 0), which,
since Z
+
= X
+
  

+
, corresponds to Q
X
+
= Q


+
at the critical point. By
definition,
Q


+
= pr
hor


+
V
2
Æ ad


+
Æ
~
S
 1


+
ÆYM1


+
:
Since hor


+
V
2
= fX 2 V
2
jYM1


+
X = 0g, we have
Q


+
(hor


+
V
2
) = 0;(123)
implying that the operator on the left hand side, I+Q


+
, is the identity at the
critical point. If we can show that both sides of the equation are C1 functions
of z; ;X
+
(or Z
+
); 
+
, then we can use the Implicit Function Theorem to solve
(122) locally for _ 
+
near the critical point. The continuity of Q
X
+
near 

+
will
also allow us to restrict the neighbourhood as necessary to a neighbourhood
where kQ
X
+
k < 1 and then we can expand the inverse in powers of Q
X
+
, and
then determine the new linearization of the system.
Proposition 16.6. The following statements are true:
a. (I+Q


+
)W
+
= IW
+
; 8W
+
2 hor


+
V
2
:
b. (I+Q
X
+
)W
+
is a continuous function of (X
+
;W
+
) 2 hor


+
V
2
 hor


+
V
2
for X
+
in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 

+
.
c. d
dt
((I+Q


+
+tX
+
)W
+
)
t=0
= IW
+
.
d. D((I+Q
X
+
)W
+
) (V
+
;M
+
) =
d
dt
((I+Q
X
+
+tV
+
)(W
+
+ tM
+
))
t=0
is a contin-
uous function of (X
+
;W
+
) for X
+
in a sufficiently small neighbourhood
of 

+
, for all V
+
;M
+
2 hor


+
V
2
.
e. (

+
; 0) = 0.
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f.  : hor


+
V
2
 hor


+
V
2
! g

0
0
is a continuous function from a neighbour-
hood of (

+
; 0) to a neighbourhood of (0; 0).
g. D(

+
; 0)  (V
+
;M
+
) = 0.
h. R(0) = 0.
i. DR(0) = 0.
j. Æ(0; 0; 0; 0) = 0.
Proof. These statements follow from the definitions of each function. Commu-
tators can be expanded over a constant basis, e.g.,
[A;B℄ = A
i
B
j
[T
i
; T
j
℄
and then a constant bound on k[T
i
; T
j
℄k can be determined from the Lie algebra
structure constants. The fact that X
+
is required to be in a neighbourhood
of 

+
provides a bound on kX
+
k. The fact that all X
+
2 hor


+
V
2
satisfy
YM1


+
(X
+
) = 0, the fact that all a 2 g0
0
satisfy pr
hor


+
V
2
([a;

+
℄) = 0, and
the essentially polynomial nature of the various commutators then lead to the
above propositions in a more or less routine way. —
We can now write the equation (122) as
_
 
+
=  
+
+AZ
+
+ J(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
);(124)
where J is the function
J(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
) := (I+Q
X
+
)
 1

Q
X
+
( 
+
+AZ
+
) + R(Z
+
) + Æ 
+
+ J

(X
+
;
_
X
+
)

:
It follows from the above propositions that J is a bounded and continuous
function on a neighbourhood of the critical point, (z; ; Z
+
; 
+
) = (0; 0; 0; 0),
and satisfies J(0; 0; 0; 0) = 0 and DJ(0; 0; 0; 0) = 0. We can then construct
a function, j, which is bounded and continuous on all of (0;1)  (0;1) 
hor


+
V
2
hor


+
V
2
, and agrees with J on a neighbourhood of the critical point.
Furthermore, since J(0; 0; 0; 0) = 0 and DJ(0; 0; 0; 0) = 0, we can ensure that
j is Lipschitz continuous with a fixed Lipschitz constant that is as small as
necessary (by restricting the neighbourhood where j = J as necessary). The
nonlinear terms in the first two equations,  z and  1
2

2
  z
2
(

G + P ), are
also zero with vanishing linearization at the critical point, so we can replace
them with functions h
1
; h
2
that are bounded, continuous, Lipschitz with a
Lipschitz constant that can be made arbitrarily small, and agree with the
original nonlinear terms on some neighbourhood of the critical point.
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Then the nonlinear terms in the system,
_z =  z   z;(125)
_ =    
1
2

2
  z
2
(

G+ P );(126)
_
Z
+
=  
+
;(127)
_
 
+
=  
+
+AZ
+
+ J(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
);(128)
i.e.,
0
B
B
B
B

 z
 1
2

2
  z
2
(

G+ P )
0
J(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
)
1
C
C
C
C
A
;
will agree with
h(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
) =
0
B
B
B
B

h
1
(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
)
h
2
(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
)
0
j(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
)
1
C
C
C
C
A
;
in some neighbourhood of the critical point. Therefore we now consider the
system given by
d
d
0
B
B
B
B

z

Z
+
 
+
1
C
C
C
C
A
=
2
6
6
6
6
4
 1 0 0 0
0  1 0 0
0 0 0 I
0 0 D I
3
7
7
7
7
5
0
B
B
B
B

z

Z
+
 
+
1
C
C
C
C
A
+ h(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
);(129)
where Z
+
and  
+
are assumed to be expanded over the X-type eigenbasis of
A, which we know from §14 is a basis for hor


+
V
2
, and D is the corresponding
diagonal matrix of nonzero eigenvalues. We now have a dynamical system on
R
n , where n = 1+1+dim
R
(hor


+
V
2
)+dim
R
(hor


+
V
2
), to which we can apply
Lemma 11.1. To see that the eigenvalues of the linearization all have nonzero
real part, recall from the previous chapter that the eigenvalues associated to
the X-type eigenvectors are given by
eigenvector eigenvalue
X
a
k 1;2k
 
k+1
2
;

X
a
k 1;2k
 
k+1
2
;
X
a
2k;2k
k(k+ 1);
X
a
m;2k
mk   k
2
+
m
2
;

X
a
m;2k
mk   k
2
+
m
2
;
(130)
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Each of the diagonal entries of D will correspond to an eigenvalue in the table.
Consider an eigenvalue from the table, . The corresponding contribution to
the eigenvalues of the linearization will be the eigenvalues of the matrix
"
0 1
 1
#
;(131)
i.e.,
1
p
1 + 4
2
:(132)
For the Xa
k 1;2k
and Xa
k 1;2k
eigenvectors, the corresponding eigenvalues in the
linearization are of the form
1
2

p
1  2k
2
;(133)
which, since k  1, all have real part equal to 1
2
. For the Xa
2k;2k
eigenvectors,
the corresponding eigenvalues in the linearization are of the form
 k; k+ 1;(134)
which, since k  1, are pairs of (integer) eigenvalues, one less than or equal
to  1 and the other greater than or equal to 2. For the Xa
m;2k
and Xa
m;2k
eigenvectors, the corresponding eigenvalues in the linearization are of the form
1
2

p
1 + 4mk  4k
2
+ 2m
2
;(135)
which, since k  1 and m > k, are pairs of eigenvalues, one greater than or
equal to 2, and the other less than or equal to  1. Note that the solutions
will often not be integers. The contributions from the z and  equations are
clearly both eigenvalues equal to  1. We finally have a system which satisfies
the preconditions of 11.1, resulting in the following theorem.
Theorem 16.7. The bounded solutions of the system (129) on [0;1) are
completely determined by the value of P(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
) at any point q 2
[0;1); where P is the projection onto the negative eigenspaces of the lin-
earization.
Theorem 16.8. Every bounded solution to the original (projected) dynam-
ical system, (119) - (122), is determined uniquely by  constants, where 
is the number of negative eigenvalues in the linearization.
Proof. The bounded solutions of the dynamical system in the previous the-
orem, (129), are completely determined by P(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
) at any point q 2
[0;1). Each of the solutions of (119) - (122) eventually agrees with a solution
of (129) (via (125) - (128)). By choosing the point q so that the solutions agree
at  = q the result follows. —
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17. Asymptotic properties of the solutions
In this section we will determine the asymptotic properties of the solutions.
The standard proof of Lemma 11.1 involves the contraction mapping principle,
where the iterative map is obtained from solving the linear inhomogeneous
equation
y
0
k+1
= By
k+1
+ h(t; y
k
(t));(136)
which has the integral formula
y
k+1
= Ty
k
= e
(t q)B
y
 
(q) +
Z

q
e
(t s)B
Ph(s; y
k
(s))ds 
Z
1

(I  P)h(s; y
k
(s))ds;
and y = lim
k!1
y
k
. By choosing the initial iterate to be a solution of the
linearized equations we can track the asymptotic fall-off of the solutions over
a finite number of iterations.
The linearized system is
d
d
0
B
B
B
B

z

Z
+
 
+
1
C
C
C
C
A
=
2
6
6
6
6
4
 1 0 0 0
0  1 0 0
0 0 0 I
0 0 D I
3
7
7
7
7
5
0
B
B
B
B

z

Z
+
 
+
1
C
C
C
C
A
;(137)
which, as discussed in the previous section, has negative eigenvalues,  1,  1,
 k, 1
2
 
p
1+4mk 4k
2
+2m
2
, which are all less than or equal to  1. To discuss the
asymptotic behaviour we define the following terminology:
Definition 17.1. By saying x is O(e  ), or that ‘x has O(e  ) fall-off’,
we mean lim
!1
xe
 exists.
Then, from the above enumeration of possible eigenvalues for the linearization,
we have:
Proposition 17.2. The solutions to the linearized equation are at least
O(e
 
).
Proposition 17.3. If the fall-off for each of z; ; Z
+
; 
+
is at least O(e  )
then the fall-off for h(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
) is also at least O(e  ).
Proof. In the neighbourhood of the critical point where the Lipschitz functions
j; h
1
; h
2
match the original functions used to define them, we have from (125)-
(128),
h(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
) =
0
B
B
B
B

 z
 
1
2

2
  z
2
(

G+ P )
0
J(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
)
1
C
C
C
C
A
:(138)
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Since the solutions for z and  in the linearized equations are both at least
O(e
 
), z2; z, and 2 are all at least O(e 2 ). Hence the first component of
h is at least O(e 2 ). For the additional terms in the second component of h,
we have
P = k
0
  

0
  [Z
+
;

 
℄  [

+
; Z
 
℄  [Z
+
; Z
 
℄k
2
;(139)
which is O(1) due to the constant term. The fall-off of G depends on [;X
+
℄,
since,

G =
1
2
k 
+
k
2
 
1
2
k[;X
+
℄k
2
:(140)
We will determine the fall-off for this term once we have established the fall-off
for [;X
+
℄
The third component of h is identically zero.
The fourth term of h, j, (in the region where j = J), is
J(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
) = (I+Q
X
+
)
 1

Q
X
+
( 
+
+AZ
+
) +R(Z
+
) + Æ 
+
+ J

(X
+
;
_
X
+
)

:
The terms are all acted on by (I+Q
X
+
)
 1, which, since we are in a neigh-
bourhood where kQ
X
+
k < 1, is expanded as I Q
X
+
+ (Q
X
+
)
2
  (Q
X
+
)
3
+ : : :.
Consequently we would like to show that the operator Q
X
+
preserves the fall-
off, i.e. if W
+
2 hor


+
V
2
is O(e  ), then Q
X
+
W
+
is also at least O(e  ). This
is certainly plausible, since Q
X
+
satisfies the identity
(YM1
X
+
ÆQ
X
+
)W
+
= YM1
X
+
W
+
;(141)
but we must take some care to ensure that YM1
X
+
does not project out any
terms in Q
X
+
W
+
with bad fall-off. To do this we use the following the Cauchy-
Schwarz type trick – firstly, by definition of ~S 1
X
+
we have the identity
[[
~
S
 1
X
+
ÆYM1
X
+
(W
+
); X
+
; X
 
℄ + [[
~
S
 1
X
+
ÆYM1
X
+
(W
+
); X
 
℄; X
+
℄ = YM1
X
+
(W
+
):
(142)
The properties of the inner product imply that if YM1
X
+
(W
+
) is in the kernel
of ad
X
+
then YM1
X
+
(W
+
) = 0. By taking the inner product of both sides with
~
S
 1
X
+
ÆYM1
X
+
(W
+
) and simplifying, we get the identity


[
~
S
 1
X
+
ÆYM1
X
+
(W
+
); X
+
℄



2
= hh[
~
S
 1
X
+
ÆYM1
X
+
(W
+
); X
+
℄jW
+
ii:(143)
Then, if W
+
is O(e  ), we can multiply both sides of the equation by e and
take the limit as  !1.
lim
!1
e



[
~
S
 1
X
+
ÆYM1
X
+
(W
+
); X
+
℄



2
= lim
!1
e

hh[
~
S
 1
X
+
ÆYM1
X
+
(W
+
); X
+
℄jW
+
ii:
Since we know the fall-off of W
+
, both sides have a well defined limit, hence
the left hand side is O(e  ), and hence [ ~S 1
X
+
Æ YM1
X
+
(W
+
); X
+
℄ is at least
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O(e
 

2

). Since [ ~S 1
X
+
ÆYM1
X
+
(W
+
); X
+
℄ appears on the right hand side as well,
we can then multiply both sides of the equation by an additional factor of e

2

and again get a well-defined limit, hence [ ~S 1
X
+
Æ YM1
X
+
(W
+
); X
+
℄ is at least
O(e
 
3
4

).
Repeating this process over and over again we will eventually determine that
[
~
S
 1
X
+
Æ YM1
X
+
(W
+
); X
+
℄ is at least O(e ( ) ) for arbitrarily small . By the
definition of Q
X
+
,
Q
X
+
:=

pr
hor


+
V
2
Æ ad
X
+
Æ
~
S
 1
X
+
ÆYM1
X
+

;
it then follows that Q
X
+
W
+
is at least O(e ( ) ). The nature of the compo-
sitions in Q
X
+
ensures that we can take this process to the natural conclusion
and say Q
X
+
W
+
is at least O(e  ).
The Cauchy-Schwarz type trick also works for determining the fall-off of ,
we use the first order Yang-Mills equation in the reduced variables and the
properties of the inner product to obtain
k[;X
+
℄k
2
=  hh[;X
+
℄j 
+
ii;(144)
and then, since  
+
is O(e  ), the same procedure shows that [;X
+
℄ (and then
consequently G) is at least O(e  ) By (106) and 16.6, it follows that  is at
least O(1).
Finally, R is at least O(e 2 ), Æ is at least O(e 2 ). Putting this all together,
we obtain the result for h. —
So the iteration procedure can only improve or maintain the fall-off. The small-
est negative eigenvalue for the linearization is  1, so after any finite number
of iterations we have that y
k
is at least O(e  ). We cannot immediately make
the same conclusion for the fixed point y = lim
k!1
y
k
since the fall-off is also
defined in terms of a limit and we have not established that the k limit and
the  limit in
lim
!1
e

lim
k!1
y
k
(145)
can be exchanged. By sacrificing an arbitrarily small amount of fall-off we can
obtain a sufficiently good result as follows.
Definition 17.4. Fix 0 < s < 1 and define the Banach space B
s
of con-
tinuous functions from [0;1)! Rn equipped with the weighted supremum
norm
kyk
s
:= sup
[0;1)
je
s
yj:(146)
Proposition 17.5. The map (137) is also a contraction on B
s
.
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Proof. Let y = (z; ; Z
+
; 
+
) and write the system (129) as
_y = By + h(y):(147)
Introduce the variable y := esy. It follows that
_y = (B + sI)y+ e
s
h(y):(148)
The final term, esh(y), can be rewritten in terms of y. For example, in the
neighbourhood where (129) is equal to the original system, (125)-(128), the
first component is
e
s
h
1
(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
) = e
s
( z)
=  e
 s
(e
s
z)(e
s
)
= e
 s
h
1
( y):
In general the components of h(y) will split into pieces that absorb the es
inhomogeneously. The overall transformation is
e
s
h(y) =
~
h(; y)(149)
Since YM1
e
 s
Z
+
= e
 s
YM1
Z
+
and ad
e
 s
Z
+
= e
 s
ad
Z
+
, we can again use
the properties a. – j. in Proposition. 16.6 and obtain the result that, in
a neighbourhood of the critical point, ~h(; y) is a bounded and continuous
function of  and y that vanishes and has vanishing linearization at the critical
point for all  . Replace ~h with a Lipschitz function h , that agrees with ~h on
a neighbourhood of the critical point and has Lipschitz constant l = 1  s.
The system in the y variable,
_y = (B + sI)y+ h (; y);(150)
has linearization given by the matrix B+sI. Since any vector is an eigenvector
of the identity matrix, the eigenvectors of B + sI are the eigenvectors of B.
Since 0 < s < 1, and B only has negative eigenvalues that are less than or equal
to  1 and positive eigenvalues that have real part greater than or equal to 1
2
,
the eigenvalues of B + sI are negative eigenvalues less than zero, and positive
eigenvalues greater than 1
2
. We have already used Lemma 11.1 to solve this
equation in the neighbourhood where this system is equal to (129) in different
variables, but by repeating the steps of the proof for the system in the new
variables, we get that the fixed point of the contraction mapping,
y = lim
k!1
y
k
2 B
s
:
—
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By choosing s arbitrarily close to 1 we now have fall-off for y, i.e the limit
lim
!1
e
s
(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
)
exists and hence
lim
!1
e
(1 )
(z; ; Z
+
; 
+
) = 0
for arbitrarily small positive . This then implies the following theorem
Theorem 17.6. For any bounded solution to the static, spherically sym-
metric Einstein Yang-Mills equations in the reduced variables, for Abelian
models, or non-Abelian models arising from classical groups, the fall-off
as r tends to infinity is at least O(e (1 ) ). Moreover, in the reduced
variables we have
z = O(e
 (1 )
)(151)
 = O(e
 (1 )
)(152)
X
+
= 

+
+ O(e
 (1 )
)(153)
 
+
= O(e
 (1 )
)(154)
This theorem then implies:
Theorem 17.7. Any bounded solution to the static, spherically symmet-
ric Einstein Yang-Mills equations for models arising from classical gauge
groups, will have a well-defined limit as r tends to infinity.
Proof. For any bounded solution to the equations we now know that  
+
is at
least O(e (1 ) ), and by the procedure above, so is [;X
+
℄. The square of the
speed of the curve ( ) can be written in terms of the reduced variables as



_

+



2
= k 
+
k
2
  k[;X
+
℄k
2(155)
which then implies that _
+
is at least O(e (1 ) ). This implies that the arc-
length,
Z
1
q



_
( )
+


 d;(156)
is a finite quantity. This implies that bounded solutions have a well-defined
limit as  goes to infinity. To convert back to the r variable, we use the
equations
dr
d
= r(1 + )
= r(1 + O(e
 (1 )
));
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and
r
0
+
=
_

+
(1 + )
 1
=
_

+
(1 +O(e
 (1 )
)):
The first of these implies that
r = e

+ terms with better fall-off,
which then implies
r
1 2
= e
(1 2)
+ terms with better fall-off,
We can then multiply the second equation by r1 2 and use the fact that _
+
is at least O(e (1 ) ), to improve the estimate (33) of r0
+
! 0 to
r
2 2

0
+
! 0;
for arbitrarily small positive , which is more than enough fall-off to establish
that all bounded solutions not only go to one of the G0
0
-orbits through one of
the 
i
+
but that they limit to one specific point on the orbit, (which under a
choice of constant gauge can be assumed to be the point 
i
+
). —
18. Particle-like Solutions in Abelian Models always have Zero
Magnetic Charge
In this section we complete the necessary results to prove Theorem 1.2.
Proposition 18.1. There are no mk k2+ m
2
type eigenvalues ( associated
to the X
m;2k
-type eigenvectors with m > 2k) of the linear operator A for
Abelian models.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. If there were such an eigenvalue, then
we could use adk


 
to lower the corresponding highest weight a
m;2k
down to
the zero eigenspace of 
0
. But since the residual group is Abelian, adk


 

a
m;2k
would have to be in the Cartan subalgebra, implying a zero weight for ad


0
and therefore implying that m = 2k which is a different type of eigenvalue to
the assumption. —
This means that apart from the two  1 eigenvalues from the z and  equations,
the only other negative eigenvalues of the linearization of the dynamical system
are the negative integers,  k, coming from the k(k+1) eigenvalues of A. In [21],
Oliynyk and Künzle proved the existence and uniqueness of analytic solutions
for small z = r 1 for the zero magnetic charge case of an Abelian model. In
[14] we showed that for an Abelian model a trivial modification of this theorem
could be made so that instead of establishing the result on V 
0
2
we establish it
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on V 0
2
\ V


0
2
. While it is a zero magnetic charge asymptotic solution for the
equations on V 
0
2
it is a nonzero magnetic charge asymptotic solution for the
equations on V 0
2
.
The number of parameters for the otherwise unique analytic asymptotic solu-
tions and the solutions we have proved the existence of in Theorem 16.8 match
exactly and so the existence results are equivalent for the Abelian case.
The step in the original theorem in [21] where the power series solutions are
shown to be well-posed then becomes (in the modified theorem) the statement
that that the power series remains in the intersection V 0
2
\ V


0
2
. All of this
amounts to the following result:
Proposition 18.2. In the case of an Abelian model, there exists some
neighbourhood [q;1), such that the asymptotic solutions of (21)-(23) sat-
isfying lim
r!1

+
= 

i
+
are contained within V 0
2
\ V


i
0
2
.
We now show that the equations (21)-(23) preserve this condition:
Proposition 18.3. If on some nonzero interval, say (r
1
; r
2
), a solution of
(21)-(23) is contained within V 0
2
\V


i
0
2
, then the solution will be contained
within V 0
2
\ V


i
0
2
for the entire interval of existence.
Proof. The only thing to show is that the F term in (22), i.e.,
F : V
2
! V
2
; F(
+
) = 
+
 
1
2
[[
+
;
 
℄;
+
℄;(157)
will preserve the intersection. By using the Jacobi Identity to evaluate
[
0
;F(V

0
2
\ V


0
2
)℄; [

0
;F(V

0
2
\ V


0
2
)℄
it is clear that V (2; 2) = V 0
2
\V


0
2
is mapped to itself. It follows that V 0
2
\V


0
2
is a preserved subspace for the differential equation (22). —
If a local solution to the system (21)-(22) is indeed a globally regular solution,
than 
+
must remain bounded all the way back to r = 0, where the condition
(31) will need to be satisfied. We will now prove that it is impossible to solve
this equation on V 0
2
\ V


0
2
for distinct 
0
and 

0
.
Theorem 18.4. There are no solutions, X
+
2 V

0
2
\ V


0
2
, (with X
 
=
 (X
+
)) of the equation
[X
+
; X
 
℄ = 
0
(158)
unless 

0
= 
0
.
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Proof. Suppose there exists an X
+
2 V

0
2
\ V


0
2
such that
[X
+
; X
 
℄ = 
0
:(159)
SinceX
+
is in the intersection V 0
2
\V


0
2
it is true thatX
+
2 V

0
2
andX
+
2 V


0
2
.
These inclusions translate to the equations
[
0
; X

℄ = 2X

(160)
and
[

0
; X

℄ = 2X

:(161)
By the definition of V 
0
2
we also have some element 

+
2 V

0
2
\ V


0
2
satisfying
[

+
;

 
℄ = 

0
;(162)
[

0
;


℄ = 2


:(163)
We want to show that the only way these equations can all hold is if 

0
= 
0
.
By the properties of the inner product we have
k
0
k
2
= hh
0
j
0
ii
= hh
0
j[X
+
; X
 
℄ii
= 2 kX
+
k
2
;(164)
and also
k
0
k
2
= hh
0
j
0
ii
= hh[X
+
; X
 
℄j[X
+
; X
 
℄ii
= k[X
+
; X
 
℄k
2
:(165)
Since X
+
is in both V
2
spaces it also satisfies both “coercive conditions” (recall
from §26):
k[X
+
; X
 
℄k
2

4 kX
+
k
4
k
0
k
2
;(166)
k[X
+
; X
 
℄k
2

4 kX
+
k
4
k

0
k
2
;(167)
Combining (164), (165), and (167) we arrive at
k
0
k
2
 k

0
k
2(168)
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Next we consider the projection of 

0
onto 
0
via the 


quantities:
hh

0
j
0
ii =hh[

+
;

 
℄j
0
ii
=hh

+
; j[
0
;

+
℄ii
=hh

+
; j2

+
ii
=hh

+
; j[

0
;

+
℄ii
=hh[

+
;

 
℄j

0
ii
=hh

0
j

0
ii
= k

0
k
2
;
which implies that


0
=
k

0
k
2
k
0
k
2

0
+ orthogonal terms:(169)
So, we have
k

0
k
2
 k
0
k
2
;(170)
which when combined with (168) implies that k
0
k = k

0
k, which can be
substituted into the expansion (169) to give

0
= 

0
+ orthogonal terms.
Hence 
0
= 

0
. —
Combining the above results then proves Theorem 1.2 – it is impossible for
a globally regular solution of (21)-(23) to satisfy both the the condition of
nonzero magnetic charge and the boundary condition at r = 0 for an Abelian
model.
19. The possibility of magnetically charged particle-like
solutions for non-Abelian Models
The local existence near infinity of solutions with nonzero total magnetic
charge, guaranteed by Theorem 16.8, establishes the possibility of magneti-
cally charged, globally regular solutions of the static, spherically symmetric
Einstein Yang-Mills equations. While we have ruled out such solutions for
Abelian models, the possibility remains open for the non-Abelian case. We
will now briefly mention some results regarding prospective models.
The solutions will not typically be asymptotically analytic in 1
r
. Combining the
requirement that asymptotic solutions are analytic in 1
r
but are not contained
in some V 0
2
\ V


i
0
2
leads to a number-theoretic condition on the eigenvalues
of A related to a subfamily of the Pythagorean triples. The smallest example
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we could find of a model satisfying this condition is a non-Abelian model in
SU(30) with V
2

=
R
112 ! Even in the reduced variables this would be a system
of 54 nonlinear equations.
The case where asymptotic analyticity in 1
r
is not imposed is more promising.
We have candidate models in the rank 2 exceptional Lie group G
2
and another
in SU(6). In these cases there is at least one component of the Yang-Mills
fields which asymptotically tends to an irrational power of 1=r, e.g., r
1
2
 
p
3
p
5
2 .
Whether or not these asymptotic solutions give rise to globally regular solutions
remains to be seen.
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